MV metal enclosed panels
with air insulated LBS

COMPACT

MV metal enclosed panels
with air insulated LBS

The factory assembled, metal enclosed, self standing, single Busbar panels are equipped with Load Break Switch and Circuit
Breakers and designed for:






Maximum service continuity
Operating safety
Easy installation and reduced construction costs
Easily adaptation to future arrangement and
extensions from both sides
Modularity: very easy and reduced thank to
modularity and bus bars segregations

It is a wide range family of modular components, to allow all types
of configurations in medium voltage secondary networks
substations.
Designed, manufactured and tested in accordance with the
following applicable tests and standards:
- Visual tests
- Mechanical functions test
- Mechanical strength
- Voltage test at dry impulse
- Voltage test at industrial dry frequency
- Test of resistance of the main circuits
- Heating test
- Short time current test on the main circuits
- Short time current test on the earth circuits
- Breaking capacity test
- Protection degree test
- Artificial ageing of the insulating parts
- Partial discharge test for the insulation
- Protecting covering test
The reference standards are:









Switchboard and apparatus: IEC 62271-200
Degree of Protection: IEC 60529
Circuit breakers: IEC 62271-100
Current transformers: IEC 60044-1
Voltage transformers: IEC 60044-2
CEI 17-6
ENEL specifications: DY 561, 1100,1050, 400
CEI 016

The correct performance of the operations is ensured by
proper locks which, with the addition of mechanical position
indicators and inspection windows, guaranteeing personnel
safety conditions.
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Main characteristics:
Each switchgear is a modular pre-fabricated metal component with height and depth dimensions equal to all other
components, so as to allow the compatibility of entire line of products.
Dimensions are based on major producer standards thus allowing composition also in narrow areas and pre-fabricated
kiosks like boxes. If necessary, it is possible to modify the height of the compartment by the insertion of an
appropriate metallic section at the base level.
Switchgears are provided with special eyebolt-lifters and they are supplied already assembled and tested. In this way,
installation is easy; module anchoring to the floor can be performed using expansion bolts.
The structure of the switchgear is made with die-bent steel sheets thickness 20/10, stiffened, with high strength.
Every compartment is usually divided into two areas, the upper containing electrolytic copper omnibus bars and the
lower containing the other parts. The separation is performed by the LBS that is performing also the segregation.
If required, it is possible to add a bent sheet steel box to be inserted in replace of the cable compartment plate that
will includes LV equipment for detection and monitoring according to the specific customer requirements.
A door allows to access to the lower location, whose opening is blocked by the LBS of the module, so it is possible to
execute all interventions even with voltage in the bars-space, which remains segregated by a IP2X degree protection.
Rear ad upper padding of the bars-space is formed by metal panels fastened with bolts to the structure.
An inspection window on the door permits to inspect visually the inner space, completed on demand with a lighting
lamp appropriately located.
A copper plate of the right area is set long all the length of the switchgear. All the grounded parts are connected to
the plate. The ground circuits are dimensioned to support the required currents.
The maintenance of the switchgears is very simple thanks to modularity and segregation of the bus bars that allows to
fully replace and to repair the command and the low voltage parts without “out of service” condition.
The rotating LBS is built in three ways:
-

SRS/L: with manual C-O non automatic drive;
SRS/V: with valves and C-O manual drive that open automatically when one or more fuses blows out;
SRS/LE: with motorized drive.

The arc extinction occurs through a powerful air-blow generated by an internal piston co-axial to the stand-off
insulator. The spring-drive has the operating speed independent from the operator. Stand-off and bushing finned
insulators are made with epoxy resin. The fix and mobile contacts are in copper.

Interlocking
The switchboards are equipped with safety interlocks in order to prevent wrong and unsafe operations; in particular,
interlocks are designed in a way that switches extraction and introduction are allowed only in open position, and it is
forbidden to close the earthing switch if the related switch is closed and vice versa.
It is possible to supply different interlocks on demand.
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The main interlocks are the following:
-

Key lock between circuit breaker and line switch: the line switch cannot be opened if the CB is not
open before.

-

Mechanical interlock between line switch and earth switch: to avoid the closing of the earth switch
with the line switch in “CLOSE” position and, vice versa, to avoid the closing of the line switch with the earth
switch in “CLOSE” position.

-

Mechanical interlock between earth switch and access door: to avoid door opening with switch in
“OPEN” position and, vice versa, to avoid the closing of the switch if the access door is open.

-

Key locks on line LBS and earth switch in open and closed positions and supplementary key locks using free
keys could be added upon request

ST
In case of CB feeder, access is thus allowed only in the following condition:
CB OPEN, line switch OPEN, earth switch CLOSED
Main operating mechanisms
-

Manual
line
switch
operating
mechanism mechanically interlocked
with earth switch;

-

Optional 24 Vdc motor operated line
switch operating mechanism;

-

Manual no load switch operating
mechanism mechanically interlocked
with earth switch;

-

Manual operating mechanism with
automatic opening of at least one fuse

-

Manual CB operating mechanism
mechanically interlocked with line
switch

Fuse switch operating mechanism

-

Optional 24Vdc, 110 Vdc, 48 Vdc, 230 Vac CB motor operated mechanism mechanically interlocked with line
switch

-

Earthing switch operating mechanism mechanically interlocked with access door

-

Integrated disconnector and CB operating mechanism mechanically interlocked with earth switch
Optional 24Vdc, 230 Vac motor operated Integrated disconnector and CB mechanism mechanically
interlocked with earth switch
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TYPICAL SYSTEMS CONFIGURATION
Public networks

Small implants

Complex implants

Basic configurations:
Compact
I
IE
RC
RSBR
RSBL
SIG
SIGL
Sinter F3
Sinter F3-M
TM
TFM
ROV
UM
UT
UA
TC

Main configurations
Line feeder
Line feeder with motor
Cable riser
Bus riser on the right
Bus riser on the left
Circuit Breaker feeder
Circuit Breaker feeder with busbar connections on the lower
right side
Integrated LBS and CB feeder (SINTER UNICS F3)
Integrated LBS and CB feeder (SINTER UNICS F3) with motor
Fuse switch
Fuse switch and metering
Circuit breaker reversed feeder
900 mm metering feeder with automatic opening in case of fuse
shooting
Metering
900 mm Metering feeder
Transformer compartments

Dimension
700 x 1150 x 1950
700 x 1150 x 1950
350 x1150 x 1950
500 x 1150 x 1950
500 x 1150 x 1950
700 x 1150 x 1950
700 x 1150 x 1950
700 x 1150 x 1950
700 x 1150 x 1950
700 x 1150 x 1950
700 x 1150 x 1950
900 x 1150 x 1950
900 x 1150 x 1950
700 x 1150 x 1950
900 x 1150 x 1950
From/da 1600 x 1300 x 1950
to/a 2200 x 1600 x 1950

CEI 016 requirements and Customizations
The CEI 0-16 introduced the general rules for interface protection between active and passive users (including selfproducers) and distributors. The Electricity and Gas Authority has decided to recognize the CEI Rule 0-16 as the
reference for the connection of users connecting to electrical distribution networks with a voltage greater than 1 kV.
In order to meet market requirements, the switchboards can be upgraded of any kind of protection relays against
maximum current, earth fault and with differential protection in compliance with any customer requirements and
standards as, for instance, in case of CEI 016 regulations.
If required, in several configurations it is possible to add a bent sheet steel box to be inserted in replace of the cable
compartment plate that will includes LV equipment for detection and monitoring according to the specific customer
requirements.
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Compact
Rated Voltage
Rated Current

12 kV
400 A
630 A
400 A
630 A
12.5 kA
16 kA
31.5 kA
40 kA
31.5 kA
40 kA

Breaking capacity cosØ 0,7
Short time current withstand 1 second
Peak current withstand
Rated making capacity on short-circuit
fault (5 closing operations)
Breaking capacity
No Load Transformer
No Load O.H. lines
No Load cables
Motorization

Technical data
17.5 kV
24 kV
400 A
400 A
630 A
630 A
400 A
400 A
630 A
630 A
12.5 kA
12.5 kA
16 kA
16 kA
31.5 kA
31.5 kA
40 kA
40 kA
31.5 kA
31.5 kA
40 kA
40 kA

6,3 A
6,3 A
6,3 A
10,0 A
10,0 A
10,0 A
16,0 A
16,0 A
16,0 A
24 Vdc, 48 Vdc, 110 Vdc

Power frequency withstand voltage (50/60 Hz, 1min)
Towards the ground and between phases 28 kV
38 kV
Across the isolating distance
32 kV
45 kV
Rated lighting impulse withstand voltage
Towards the ground and between phases 75 kV
95 kV
Across the isolating distance
85 kV
110 kV
Environment conditions
Indoor temperature operating conditions
-5°C - 45°C
Humidity
Max 90%
Max Altitude
1000 m
Mechanical operations
1000

50 kV
60 kV

Earth switch
Rated Voltage
Short time current withstand
1 second
Peak current withstand

No load switch
Rated Voltage
Rated Current

Short time current withstand 1
second

Peak current withstand

125 kV
145 kV

Technical data
12 kV
17.5 kV 24 kV
12.5 kA 12.5 kA 12.5 kA
16 kA
16 kA
16 kA
31.5 kA 31.5 kA 31.5 kA
40 kA
40 kA
40 kA

12 kV
400 A
630 A
1250 A
12.5 kA
16 kA
20 kA
25 kA
31.5 kA

Technical data
17.5 kV
24 kV
400 A
400 A
630 A
630 A
1250 A
1250 A
12.5 kA
12.5 kA
16 kA
16 kA
20 kA
20 kA
25 kA
25 kA
31.5 kA
31.5 kA

40 kA

40 kA

40 kA

50 kA

50 kA

50 kA

62.5 kA

62.5 kA

62.5 kA

Compact
RC
I
TM
UA
SIG
Unics F3
IE
ROV

Estimated weight
155 kg
260 kg
310 kg
365 kg
360 kg
315 kg
295 kg
450 kg

(*) without CTs, VTs, relays

Fuse rating references:
Transformer rated
current (A)
Transf. Rated
power (kVA)
50
75
100
125
160
200
250
315
400
500
630
800
1000

10kV
2,9
4,3
5,8
7,2
9,2
11,5
14,4
18,2
23
28,8
36,4
46,2
57,5

12 kV
2,4
3,6
4,8
6
7,7
9,6
12
15,2
19,2
24
30,3
38,5
48,1

Fuse rated
current (A)
Imax
Imin (A)
(A)
6
10
10
16
10
16
16
20
20
25
25
32
32
40
40
50
50
63
50
63
63
80
80
100
100
125
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Transformer
rated current (A)
20kV
1,5
2,2
2,9
3,6
4,6
5,8
7,2
9,1
11,5
14,4
18,1
23,1
28,8

24 kV
1,2
1,8
2,4
3
3,8
4,8
6
7,6
9,6
12
15,2
19,2
24,1

Fuse rated
current (A)
Imin
(A)
Imax (A)
4
6
4
6
6
10
6
10
10
16
10
16
16
20
20
25
25
32
32
40
40
50
50
63
50
63
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Type

Rising cable

P/n
Dimensions
(W x D x H)

Bus riser

Bus riser

Incoming/outgoing feeder

RC

RSBL

RSBR

I

350x 1150 x
1950

500 x 1150 x
1950

500 x 1150 x 1950

700 x 1150 x 1950

mm

mm

mm

mm

Frontal
view

Standard

Earth bars,
reference plate,
synoptic scheme

Optional

Capacitor dividers,
lateral closing
panel, heaters,
bottom floor

Earth bar,
Earth bar, reference
reference plate,
plate, operation sequence
operation
plate, inspection window,
sequence plate,
tern of insulators
inspection window,
tern of insulators
Earth switch, key
interlock, capacitor
dividers, lateral
closing panel,
operating lever,
heaters, bottom
floor

Earth switch, key
interlock, capacitor
dividers, lateral closing
panel, operating lever,
heaters, bottom floor

Line LBS with manual command
mechanically interlocked with earth
switch, earth switch mechanically
interlocked with access door, connecting
bus bars, earth bar, reference plate,
operation sequence plate, inspection
window

Key interlocks, Internal lighting, heaters,
capacitor dividers, bottom floor, lateral
closing panel, operating lever

SWITCHBOARD FIXING
Fixing to the floor
The switchboards are fixed to the floor using expansion plugs through the holes provided on
the base.
Fixing to each others
The switchboards are fixed to each other through the supplied bolts.
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Incoming/outgoing
feeder

Fuse switch

Metering

Extended Metering

Metering feeder with
autom opening in case
of fuse shooting

IE

TM

UT

UA

UM

700 x 1150 x 1950

700 x 1150 x 1950

700 x 1150 x 1950

900 x 1150 x 1950

900 x 1150 x 1950

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

Line LBS mechanically
interlocked with earth
switch, earth switch
mechanically
interlocked with access
door, connecting bus
bars, earth bars,
voltage and current
transformer plates,
reference plate,
operation sequence
plate, inspection
window, bottom floor,
lateral closing panel

Line LBS mechanically
interlocked with earth switch,
earth switch mechanically
interlocked with access door,
connecting bus bars, earth
bars, voltage and current
transformer plates, reference
plate, operation sequence
plate, inspection window,
bottom floor, lateral closing
panel

Line LBS mechanically interlocked
with earth switch with fuse shooting
command, earth switch mechanically
interlocked with access door,
connecting bus bars, earth bars,
voltage and current transformer
plates, reference plate, operation
sequence plate, inspection window,
bottom floor, lateral closing panel,
fuse holder frame

Key interlocks,
capacitor dividers,
voltage transformers,
current transformers,,
internal lighting,
heaters, operating lever

Key interlocks, capacitor
dividers, voltage transformers,
current transformers,, internal
lighting, heaters, operating
lever

Line LBS mechanically
interlocked with earth
switch with fuse shooting
command, earth switch
Line LBS with motorized
mechanically interlocked
command mechanically
with access door, fuse
interlocked with earth switch,
holder, shunt opening
motorization 24 Vdc, earth
release, earth bars,
switch mechanically interlocked
reference plate,
with access door, connecting bus
operation sequence
bars, earth bar, reference plate,
plate, inspection
operation sequence plate,
window, bottom floor,
inspection window, bottom floor
operating lever, lateral
closing panel, bottom
floor

Key interlocks, Internal lighting,
heaters, capacitor dividers,
lateral closing panel, operating
lever

Key interlocks, internal
lighting, heaters,
capacitor dividers,
connecting bus bars,
fuse, auxiliary contacts,
opening coil
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Key interlocks, capacitor dividers,
voltage transformers, current
transformers,, internal lighting,
heaters, operating lever, fuses
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CB feeder

CB reverse feeder

Intergrated LBS and
CB

Integrated LBS and CB with
motor operated mechanism

SIG/CB

ROV

UNICS F3

UNICS F3-M

700 x 1150 x 1950

900 x 1150 x 1950

700 x 1150 x 1950

700 x 1150 x 1950

mm

mm

mm

mm

Integrated disconnector and CB,
auxiliary contacts, CB, DS, earth
manual command, earth switch,
connecting bus bars, earth bars,
reference plate, operation
sequence plate, opening coil,
mechanical operation counter,
inspection window

Integrated disconnector and CB with motor
operated mechanism, auxiliary contacts, CB,
DS, earth manual command, earth switch,
connecting bus bars, earth bars, reference
plate, operation sequence plate, opening coil,
mechanical operation counter, inspection
window

Operating mechanism, closing coil,
key interlock, internal lighting,
space heater, capacitor dividers,
bottom floor, lateral closing panel,
VTs, CTs, protection relays

Closing coil, key interlock, internal lighting,
space heater, capacitor dividers, bottom floor,
lateral closing panel, VTs, CTs, protection
relays

Offload LBS, manual command,
Offload LBS, manual command,
earth switch, connecting bus bars,
earth switch, connecting bus bars,
earth bars, reference plate,
earth bars, reference plate,
operation sequence plate,
operation sequence plate, inspection inspection window, operating lever,
window, operating lever, lateral
lateral closing panel, capacitor
closing panel, capacitor dividers,
dividers, internal lighting
internal lighting
CB STANDARDS: shunt opening
CB STANDARDS: shunt opening
coil, key lock in open position, 5
coil, key lock in open position, 5
auxiliary contacts, operation
auxiliary contacts, operation counter
counter

SF6/Vacuum circuit breaker,
operating mechanism, auxiliary
contacts, key interlocks, heaters,
CTs, toroidal, VTs, offload switch
upgrade to 630 A, additional
capacitor dividers, CEI016
integration, protection relays 5050N-51-51N-67-67N, data logger,
LV box, anti-ferroresonance
resistance, Auxiliary circuit
protection breaker, ammeter,
voltmeter, digital multi meter, phase
comparator, tern of voltage/current
detectors with needle, Interface
protection relay
CB OPTIONAL: under voltage
release, motorization, minimum
voltage coil, closing coil, extra rapid
coil

SF6/Vacuum circuit breaker,
operating mechanism, auxiliary
contacts, key interlocks, heaters,
CTs, toroidal, VTs, offload switch
upgrade to 630 A, additional
capacitor dividers, CEI016
integration, protection relays 5050N-51-51N-67-67N, data logger,
LV box, anti-ferroresonance
resistance, Auxiliary circuit
protection breaker, ammeter,
voltmeter, digital multi meter,
phase comparator, tern of
voltage/current detectors with
needle, Interface protection relay,
additional earth switch
CB OPTIONAL: under voltage
release, motorization, minimum
voltage coil, closing coil, extra rapid
coil
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WIRING DUCT FOR CABLES

It is necessary to prepare wiring duct below the module,
with foreseen depth for the section and the type of used
cable. If it is not possible to realize the wiring duct, it is
necessary to use an additional base component.

TRANSFORMER COMPARTMENTS

A

B

C

AT3

1950

2050

1300

AT4

1950

2050

1600

AT5

1950

2200

1300

AT6

1950

2200

1600

TC

The modular box is realized in different sizes according to the
Customer requirement. For each size required there is a related
number of basic elements forming the box
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General installation commissioning and maintenance operations
ACCEPTANCE OF THE EQUIPMENT
When accepting the equipment:
- Make sure that it has not been damaged during transport.
- Check that neither the packages nor their contents show any signs of damage.
Standard shipment is as follows:
-Switchboard will be fixed on pallet
-Protected with plastic or cardboard.
In the event of damage to the packaging or the equipment, please notify immediately to our shipping dept. without
delay and make a claim to the shipping company.
STORAGE IN WAREHOUSE
If the equipment is stored in a warehouse, ensure that it is covered, dry and ventilated and that the position
orientation of the unit is the same used for shipment. Storage temperature: -25º to +70ºC.
HANDLING
For lifting operations, observe strictly the anchoring drawings.
The ropes from the attachment points to the crane hook must form an angle not exceeding 50º.
During lifting operation avoid any abrupt stops or dangerous swinging, in particular when operating mechanism section
is present.
When moving on a trolley, use only the pallet provided and respect the position given when the units were shipped.
INSTALLATION
Before installation, make sure that during transportation and unpacking operations the switchgear has not suffered
deformation due to accidental bumps.
Support structure fixing: make sure the support structure of the compartments is perfectly flat and homogeneous, so
that they cannot be caused distortion to the frame during operations of fastening of screws.
Check the exact location of the MV cable channel.
Fasten the screws to the appropriate compartment.
Main electrical connections: to successfully run the main electrical connections, watch out the following warnings:
-

Choose the type and the section of the main connecting cables according to the operating current, the shortcircuit current peak of the system and finally the size of terminals;
Make the terminal according to the specifications of the energy distribution provider.AGGIO ALLA S
The contact surfaces must be free from non-uniformity, trimming or deformation of any kind;
Remove any dust or grease with a cloth dipped in turpentine;
When the bolts are tightened always use two wrenches at the same time not to unduly stress the insulating
parts.

Connectection to ground: using the bolts provided on the frame, making the connections to earth taking advantage of
a conductor with a minimum area of 50 sq. mm.
The connection must submit the lowest possible resistance, so it is necessary that surfaces of the connections are
Elettropicena Sud s.r.l.
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clean and free from grease.
When the connection is completed, it is advisable to cover the bolt with vaseline.
The manual operation to perform opening / closing of the IMS can be done using the lever provided with the feeder.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CB FEEDERS (model SIG and ROV)

Interlock description
-

Key lock between circuit breaker and line switch: the line switch could not be open if the CB is not
open before.

-

Mechanical interlock between line switch and earth Switch

- Key lock on earth switch: with earth switch in closed status it is possible to have a key lock
ST
It is strictly forbidden to access to the cable area, not before having agreed with the Energy distribution provider in
order to put the cables in a safety conditions.
Feeder opening

Feeder access is allowed only in the following condition:
CB OPEN, line switch OPEN, earth switch CLOSED
-

Open the CB, remove the key interlocked with the line switch key and open the line switch.
Unblock the mechanical interlock between line switch and earth switch
Close the earth switch then open the door. When earth switch is closed the key interlock can be removed
and the key could be interlocked with other blocks operating in the same project.

Maintenance
The equipment is maintenance free for at least 36 months. To clean the external parts, use a wet sponge with soap
water then dry with clean cloth. To clean the loops, use a clean cloth. To clean the bushings, use clean and dry cloth.

START-UP
To commission the switchgear, execute the reverse operation and always refer to the operation sequence plate
present on the feeder.
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Operation sequence to extract the circuit breaker:
For the access to the feeder follow the instructions on the sequence operations plate.
- Disconnect the upper contacts in position 3 (for SIG, also lower contacts in position 2)
- Remove the screws in position 4 (for SIG, the angle plate for CB lock in position 4)
- Disconnect the strand wire grounding contact laterally the CB (behind the CB for SIG) as per position 5
- Extract the CB as per position 1
Remark: in the connection with contacts and terminals, respect the tightening torque of 14 N / m.

porta aperta è impedita qualsiasi manovra dell'interruttore, dell’IMS e del

ROV

SIG

Installed CB

1
Installed CB
1

Cable compartment access
3

3

2

2

Upper connection between CB and switch

Lower connection between CB and terminal

4

4

Elettropicena Sud s.r.l.

CB strand wire grounding
5

Angle plate for CB lock
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MOTOR OPERATED MECHANISM (model IE)
The motor operated mechanism includes a motor with permanent magnets and an endless screw reduction gear. The
mechanism features are:
Auxiliary voltage 24 Vdc +/- 20%
Degree of protection: IP3X
Maximum Power supply at 28,8 Vdc

Maximum power 250 W
Service conditions: -15°C /+ 45°C
Minimum Power supply at 19,2 Vdc

The maximum operating time,
including charging and LBS
operation does not exceed 15
seconds at the minimum supply
voltage.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:
Main electrical wiring
To successfully perform the main electrical connections, follow these instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose the type and section of connecting cables according to the operating current, the maximum shortcircuit current of the system and the size of the terminals;
The contact surfaces must be free from unevenness, smear or distortion of any kind;
Remove any dust or grease with a cloth dipped in turpentine;
When the bolts are tightened always use two keys at the same time not unduly stress the insulating parts.

Ground connections
Using the bolts provided on the frame, perform the connections by taking advantage of a conductor with a minimum
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area of 50 sq. mm.
The connection must have the lowest possible resistance, so it is necessary that the surfaces of the connections are
clean and free from grease.
When connection is done, it is advisable to cover the bolt with vaseline.
Electrical connections
To carry out the external connections, use the appropriate connector placed inside the top of the command area.

Remote operation: when energize, the motor provides the spring charging and, automatically, transmits within 15
seconds the opening/closing operation to the LBS

Manual operation: the manual opening /closing operation of the LBS is carried out by an operating lever supplied
with the switchgear in accordance to ENL DY 919 specifications.

Access to the switchgear: the access to the switchgear is exclusively allowed in the following conditions:
1)
2)
3)

LBS open
Earthing switch closed
With door open, the operation of both LBS and earthing switch is prevented

MOTOR GEAR REPLACEMENT
Replace the motor gear according to the following sequence:
-

Unplug the connector
Remove the fixing bolts on the plate
Remove the motor gear and replace with the new one
Replace the plate and the screws
Plug in the auxiliary connector
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Mechanism resetting
In case the mechanism has not completed the required operation and it is not possible to insert the operating lever in
the seat, reset the mechanism as follows:
-

Remove the screw of the protection lock
With LBS open “A”, rotate the shaft with 19 mm spanner anti clockwise
With LBS closed “C”, rotate the shaft with 19 mm spanner clockwise
Screw in the protection lock

Important remark: never use this seat to operate the LBS in normal conditions
Maintenance
In normal operating conditions according to standards CEI 17-21, lubrication of the main contacts is required within
an interval of at least 36 months according to the following instructions:
-

Carefully clean the mobile and fixed contacts of both LBS and earthing switch and lubricate with a layer of
vaseline
Remove the operating mechanism cover and lubricate the gears with spray grease and the LBS mechanism
Carry out a few opening and closing operations of both the LBS and earthing switch and of the door
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Part numbering information
Part number (p/n)
Product class : "M"
Subclass / Sottoclasse:
PA
Primary air insulated
SA
Secondary air insulated
PG
Primary gas insulated
SG
Secondary gas insulated
PM
Primary gas/air insulated
SM
Secondary gas/air insulated
Product Type: Compact
Product Subtype:
I, IE, RC, RSBR, RSBL, UM, TFM, SIG, SIGL, TM,
Sinter F3, Sinter F3-M, ROV, UT, UA, TC
Rated voltage in kV
Rated current in A
Withstand current (1 sec) in kA

Compact
I
IE
RC
RSBR
RSBL
SIG
SIGL
Sinter F3
Sinter F3-M
TM
TFM
ROV
UM
UT
UA
TC

Main configurations / Principali configurazioni
Line feeder
Line feeder with motor
Cable riser
Bus riser on the right
Bus riser on the left
Circuit Breaker feeder
Circuit Breaker feeder with busbar connections on the
lower right side
Integrated LBS and CB feeder (SINTER UNICS F3)
Integrated LBS and CB feeder (SINTER UNICS F3) with
motor
Fuse switch
Fuse switch and metering
Circuit breaker reversed feeder
900 mm metering feeder with automatic opening in case of
fuse shooting
Metering
900 mm Metering feeder
Transformer compartments

Accessories
Refer to feature list
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